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 There are memes suggesting 
that the mature brown fronds of 
the cabbage palm (Florida’s 
official state tree) represent the 
entirety of fall foliage in Florida. 
While it is true that few of our 
state parks offer the traditional 
specter of fall foliage, driving 5 specter of fall foliage, driving 5 
hours north is not necessary to 
experience a winter wonderland!

 Come to Myakka and you will see that colors of 
the holiday season are better here than anywhere 
else in the area. Florida’s naitve plants deck the 
halls with puffs of white flowers imitating snow and 
batches of bright red berries dangle like ornaments 
hung carefully to the trees. Reindeer are plentiful 
along the park drive and Osceola turkeys meander 
throughout the hydric hammock pecking and throughout the hydric hammock pecking and 
scratching for acorns.

 Read on to learn about Myakka during the 
holidays and how your donations help the park!
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Left and above: volunteer Rosalie Coddington’s
photos of Christmas critters

Dahoon holly on a wetland edge; photo by ZW

Wild poinsettia
photo by Paula Benshoff
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The Friends of Myakka River Donation Challenge Success!

 When the 2020 Giving Challenge began on April 
28, the Coronavirus pandemic was sweeping the 
nation and a year’s worth of planning for the 
Challenge had to be reset. The Friends of Myakka 
River asked its members if they would “be the one 
to donate and give the gift of nature?” Donate 
they did and with the Patterson Foundation 
match, match, $10,343.48 was received to help us 
protect, preserve and support Myakka River State 
Park and the “Florida Wild and Scenic” Myakka 
River.

 There are many ways you will encounter our 
volunteers and staff navigating the park. 
Trucks, ATVs, UTVs, and golf carts are 
commonly used, and you may even spot one 
of us riding a tricycle. Still, the ride that gets 
the most “oohs!” and “ahhs!” is the 
unforgettable swamp buggy. 

 This 10-foot-tall monster is sure to catch your 
attention as it roars down the park drive with its 
4 ½-foot-tall tractor tires and Big Shock 
suspension. Practically a boat on wheels (BIG 
wheels), the buggy is equipped 
with a boat electrical panel, hydraulic steering, an 8-cylinder engine, guard rails, and 
four seats. Look close, and you’ll see “FRIENDS OF MYAKKA” on the center disc of 
each wheel as a tribute to the generous effort the Friends of the Myakka River put forth 
in getting the buggy custom built for its use in the park.

 Despite the disruption caused by the pandemic, 
many of the projects that our organization 
supports, both financially and through 
volunteerism, are ongoing. 

 The canopy walkway requires regular maintenance and an annual inspection. The state has 
updated the park volunteer uniform design, requiring us to purchase new shirts to outfit our 100+ 
volunteer workforce. The Friends have also invested heavily in the park’s resource management 
equipment over the years and to protect that investment, we are funding the construction of a 
pole barn to house this equipment.

 The next Giving Challenge is scheduled for April 26, 2022. Stay tuned to this newsletter, the 
Friends website, and its Facebook page for updates on these projects and more.

Friends Update

The MRSP Swamp Buggy
by Sarah Schulz (Resource Management Technician)

by Sandra Bernardi (Friends Board Member)

(continued on page 3)
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Swamp buggy purchased by the Friends for resource
management support (story below)

Author Sarah Schulz smiling on swamp buggy



 The history of swamp buggies is an interesting one. Invented by Ed Frank of Naples, 
FL in the 1930’s, swamp buggies were originally built using old aircraft tires from war 
surplus. During the development of the Everglades in the 1930’s and 40’s, swamp 
buggies were often used to navigate the swamplands and by hunters who were able to 
access extremely remote areas of the Everglades. By 1949, swamp buggy races 
became a popular spectator sport in the Sunshine State and continues as a Florida 
tradition to this day. 

 Sadly, you won’t see anyone racing swamp buggies at Myakka River State Park because of its 
operation in resource management. The Friends of Myakka River purchased this beauty in the fall 
of 2013 for near $45,300 from accrued donations, which marked the first large purchase made by 
the Friends without a special fundraising event. Strapped with a 90-gallon water tank and 
60-gallon chemical tank, the buggy is predominately used for traversing rough terrain in the 
backcountry to remove non-native invasive plants.

 Purchase of the swamp buggy marked a change in Myakka history for how invasive plants are 
managed in the park. During pre-buggy days, reaching invasive plants like cogon grass (Imperata 
cylindrica) and old world climbing fern (Lygodium microphyllum) was often a long, strenuous 
process. As these plants crept across hundreds of acres in areas that were difficult to access, the 
park staff had to get creative in how to deal with the pressing issue. To reach some of the more 
remote areas in the park, a path would be made with a tree cutter attached to a tractor which 
enabled trucks and ATVs equipped with tank sprayers to reach infestations. Even when mowed 
the terrain remained rough with 6-foot gator back palmettos that made for one heck of a bumpy the terrain remained rough with 6-foot gator back palmettos that made for one heck of a bumpy 
ride. Over time, vehicles and people alike were getting pretty banged up traversing management 
zones removing exotics. 

 The prefix “swamp” is somewhat misleading in the case of Myakka’s buggy given that it isn’t 
designed to traverse swamps or wetlands. Ed Frank’s first prototype, called ‘Tumble Bug,’ was 
ideal for wet landscapes because the balloon tires from retired war aircrafts drove quite well in 
swamplands. With tractor tires, however, riding over wet and muddy terrain is avoided by drivers 
of the buggy because it will, and has, gotten stuck in the mud. Instead, we stick to driving the 
buggy across the vast dry prairie and along hammock edges. 

 Given this history, acquisition of the buggy was momentous for resource management. The 
need for creating paths and entering management zones with tractors, trucks and ATVs has been 
reduced while caring for the delicate ecosystems of Myakka. Vehicle maintenance costs and park 
staff back/neck aches have also declined in tandem. Thank you to the Friends of Myakka River 
for making this progress possible! 3

Resource Management Technician 
Allison Callis waving from buggy

Swamp buggy acquisition was made possible by
the Friends of Myakka River



article & photos by Miri Hardy (Volunteer)
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Pine lily

Eastern black swallowtail

Red-shouldered hawk

(continued on page 5)

Without venturing off-road, wildlife and nature viewing opportunities are abundant and, 
I'm able to more easily and quickly cover ground than would be possible by foot.  
Especially on those hot and humid Florida days! 

But even if exercise is not a 
priority, I find that cycling offers 
a superlative option for 
experiencing the park, with all 
sights, smells and sounds 
becoming ever so much more 
vivid from the seat of my bike.  

Whether cycling for 
exercise, or just to 
get away from it all, 
with over 7 paved 
miles ambling 
through shady 
hammocks and hammocks and 
grassy marshes, 
Myakka River State 
Park is truly a 
cyclist’s 
paradise. Bike riding at Myakka offers a safer, quieter 
and definitely more picturesque option for getting in 
some exercise.  

AA perfectly formed pine lily, blazing red in a verdant 
post prescribed burn prairie.  A demure white tailed 
deer, out for a morning stroll on All Weather Road. An 
inquisitive red-shouldered hawk, perching to share a 
moment of pause by the river trail.  A mama raccoon 
and one of her kits, enjoying a tender moment in a 
hammock along the scenic north drive.  A white ibis, 
happily surveying a flooded hydric hammock from atop happily surveying a flooded hydric hammock from atop 
a snag. And an eastern black swallowtail, enjoying 
some down-time on the road less traveled... as you do! 
These are but a few of many treasured Myakka 
Moments, experienced while cycling through Myakka 
River State Park.

Cycling the Real Florida
My Myakka Rides



White tailed deer

“Of all the paths you take in life, 
make sure a few of them are dirt.” 
― John Muir

Raccoon and kit

White ibis
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Completely surrounded by the beauty of the real Florida, 
my mind relaxes even more. And when my ride is over, I 
look forward to the next one.  Because regardless of the 
route I take, my Myakka rides are never the same twice!

roads, it too is mine to explore.  Adding just a few 
off-road miles, say to travel down Powerline or Ranch 
House Road, offers me a portal into even more expan-
sive wild Florida landscapes, as well as access to histor-
ical relics hinting at stories of days past. 

But beyond the paved 
roads of the park and the 
din of motor vehicles lies 
a vibrant, wild and 
wondrous place, where 
the paths are less 
traveled and the wildlife 
less habituated; less habituated; 
Myakka's back-country.  
With my trusty bike and 
the park’s extensive 
network of firebreak dirt

A favorite ride from the South Pavilion up to Clay Gully 
and back (with a detour or two to visit the Weir) is a 
respectable 16 miles, though I typically don't break any 
records for speed.  For, frequently stopping on a whim 
is ever so much easier on a bike.  And indeed, to me, 
is a large, and highly enjoyable, part of the experience.

And, with 360° visibility and no engine noises, I'll often spot flora and fauna I'd likely have 
missed, had I been driving.  So, once through the main gate, I park my car, hop on my bike, 
and quickly leave outside-world stress behind.  



Festive flora native to the park can be planted in your yard
by Zack Westmark (Park Ranger)

Are you dreaming of a white Christmas? Florida native plants can make your dream come true.

 You can plant a Florida state park in your yard thanks to small family owned native plant nurseries, 
who develop hardy cultivars that can thrive in suburban backfill “soil.” Summer is the ideal season for 
landscape plant establishment, but now is a great time to start designing and planning a Myakka 
makeover at home, with Christmas colors for next year. Many resources are available describing the 
benefits of native plants in the home landscape.

Saltbush (Baccharis hamilifolia)
Some folks may be shocked that Some folks may be shocked that 
this plant made the list. Saltbush 
savors poor soils and occurs 
mainly in ruderal (disturbed) areas 
within the park; along S.R. 72, 
Powerline Rd, etc. Yet saltbush 
puffs out fluffy white flowers that 
resemble snow and are visited by resemble snow and are visited by 
Monarch butterflies (Nelson).

 This article is a leisurely list of plant species 
that occur naturally at Myakka River State 
Park, are commercially available, and bring 
Christmas cheer to the park each year.

Wild Coffee (Psychotria nervosa)
AA coveted constituent of the shady 
hammocks, and will grow just as 
beautifully in a pot on your front porch. 
Bluejays, catbirds, and cardinals love 
the bright red berries. It can be 
conveniently observed along the park 
drive.

Bring Myakka Home

(continued on page 7)
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Florida snow: saltbush in flower December 2020 Dahoon holly decking the halls on a wetland edge

Some of the best looking wild coffee is found in our shop area

Wild coffee liners ready to be 
planted at home. Photo

courtesy Sweet Bay Nursery

Saltbush flower/seed clusters



Dahoon Holly (Ilex cassine)
This species generally inhabits wet areas; This species generally inhabits wet areas; 
edges of depression marshes and hammocks, 
but tolerates drier conditions too. Use as a 
small specimen tree or large shrub. Hollies are 
dioecious, meaning the female and male 
flowers are borne on separate plants. Females 
bare fruit, but it is useful to group several 
female and male specimens for maximum fruit female and male specimens for maximum fruit 
set (Nelson).

Muhly Grass (Muhlenbergia capillaris)
I consider Muhly grass the pumpkin spice of I consider Muhly grass the pumpkin spice of 
Florida native landscaping. The flower and fruit 
display is stunning in the fall, but considered 
over-utilized by some. For good reason; it is 
beautiful and hardy. Infrequently found in 
Florida dry prairie (Huffman & Benshoff). I 
have found it on the edges of depression 
marshes. Use it in mixed flower gardens or marshes. Use it in mixed flower gardens or 
massed in sunny beds adjacent to buildings 
and homes (Nelson).

Walter’s Viburnum (Viburnum obovatum)
Mix this in with your saltbush for year-round Mix this in with your saltbush for year-round 
snow. Showy clusters of white flowers look like 
a dusting of snow in the spring. Best used as a 
large natural screen; the dense foliage and 
summer fruit provide food and shelter for 
wildlife (Nelson). Found throughout the park on 
hammock edges. Clay Gully Road has a few 
nice specimens.nice specimens.

Eastern Red Cedar
(Juniperus virginiana)
This common landscaping This common landscaping 
tree is actually quite rare 
in the park, so it is always 
a treat finding it. Consider 
planting one, and you’ll 
never have to buy or 
shlep a plastic Christmas 
tree down from the attic tree down from the attic 
again! Can be seen on 
the native tree walk. 7

Dahoon holly streetscape at Sarasota County public library

Muhly grass landscaping at Turtle Beach, Sarasota County

Walter’s viburnum on a hammock edge near Deep Hole

Walter’s viburnum flower cluster

Eastern red cedar in south parking area



Allison Callis & Sydney Whitlock - Florida Conservation Corps
by Anne Cederberg (Volunteer) MRSP has been lucky to have two AmeriCorps FLCC (Florida 

Conservation Corps) members of late: Allison Callis and Sydney 
Whitlock. Each has served as an AmeriCorps Non-native Plant 
Terminator (A.N.T.)

  In their positions, Allison and Sydney worked 40-hour work weeks, 
about 30 hours of which were dedicated to invasive plant species 
removal.  Non-native invasive plants have few or no natural 
enemies to keep their numbers in check. They take over large 
chunks of land within an ecosystem. Native wildlife, including 
insects like butterflies and bees, have evolved with the native plants 
and as they disappear, the whole balance of nature is severely 
impacted, and the ecosystem weakened.impacted, and the ecosystem weakened.

 Removal of these exotics helps native plants recover and 
repopulate an area, which then better supports the wildlife that is 
dependent on them. Sydney and Allison did this important work 
using herbicides, hand-pulling, or prescribed fire in various areas of 
the park. It is very hard work, physically demanding, but a task they 
both found really rewarding.

 Sydney says, “One project I worked on for several weeks was a treatment of an infestation of the 
invasive aquatic paragrass. A few months after the work my team and I had done, native grasses 
were beginning to grow again in the marsh. Knowing that re-growth of native plant species will 
support native Florida wildlife within even just a small piece of the park was incredibly motivational.”

 Other tasks the two were responsible for included vehicle maintenance and other work at the 
shop, maintenance, and inventory of the chem shed, related administrative tasks, and designing 
interpretive programs. In addition, Allison adds, “Occasionally we have worked at other parks on 
prescribed fire or on FLCC workdays. The workdays entail helping fellow FLCC members on a 
specific area of their host park.”

  Besides the reward of knowing they are protecting MRSP, both have benefitted from their year of 
work. “I have gained knowledge and skill that has only strengthened my appreciation of Florida 
ecosystems and the wildlife they support,” says Sydney. 

 Allison, who has a B.A. degree in Environmental Science, gained more practical work 
experience and knowledge of resource management. “I have loved getting to know about the 
amazing biodiversity the park has to offer.”

 We greatly appreciate their hard work and dedication. Thank you!

 Allison agrees. “Spending time out on the 
prairie amongst the native plants and wildlife 
show that my year of hard work is worth it.” She 
notes the importance of education on the topic 
and adds, “One of the things that would be a 
good interpretive program for visitors would be a 
program about invasive exotic plant species, and 
how they ahow they affect the natural areas of the park.”

Staff Spotlights
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Allison “Alli-gator” Callis Sydney “Sisyrinchium” Whitlock

Allie and Sydney assisted
MRSP staff on several prescribed burns



by Paula Benshoff (Retired from MRSP)

 “The side hunt was a holiday tradition in the late 1800s and 
early 1900s. A group of men would come together and choose 
sides, then head afield and hunt for whatever wild game they 
could find. Whichever side harvested the most wildlife was the 
winner.” (The Masked Biologist, WXPR Radio). But for 
Christmas 1900, ornithologist Frank Chapman suggested a 
novel change: Why not count as many different birds as you 
could find in one day instead of killing them?could find in one day instead of killing them? The idea caught 
on so well that the Christmas Bird Count is now the longest 
running wildlife census in the world. The 121st Christmas Bird 
Count was held this Christmas and Myakka has been a part of 
that tradition since 1946.

 At first, you would think that these decades of data could 
easily tell the story of changes in bird populations. Just put the 
numbers on a graph and Wa-la, you have the results. But 
there are so many factors that influence the numbers that it is 
useless to just compare year to year. When I look at that first 
Myakka count and see 167 American black ducks, 50 
red-breasted mergansers, and 300 wood storks, but only 16 
vultures, 5 robins and no tree swallows. It brings to mind many vultures, 5 robins and no tree swallows. It brings to mind many 
questions. How many people were on that count? Were they 
good birders? Where did they look for birds? The lake shores?  
The pinelands? Was it cold or a nice day? Had any part of 
their route burned in recent years? Was there more than one 
route? Was the water level high or low? 

 Though we have more information about later years, such as 
the weather, the number of birders, and how many different 
areas were inventoried (and Audubon uses those factors in 
their analyses) many other variables are not recorded or 
considered. 

  Ken Alvarez managed the Myakka River count during my 
years at the park. His first count was in 1971! I believe he 
holds the record for the number of years on the Myakka count. 
His first route included a drive down Cabin Lane to the Lower 
Lake shore, a hike to Deep Hole and then down along the 
south park boundary. Over the years he continued counting 
along a similar “circle” (as Audubon calls each team’s birding 
route). I asked him to share some of his insights:route). I asked him to share some of his insights:
 
 There are more turkeys counted when the water levels are 
low. They feed along the lake shore and are easily spotted. 
You get more sea gulls if the water levels are high. Coots, 
moorhens and gallinules were most abundant when the lakes 
were covered with hyacinths. Swamp sparrows increased 
when West Indian marshgrass invaded the park. They feed on 
the seeds. 

Counting the Birds for 121 Years

(continued on page 10)
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Photo by Steven Schaefer
Painted buntings have only been Painted buntings have only been 
documented in the Myakka count six 
times over 75 years, but they’re often 
seen at bird feeders in Old Miakka. Jean 
Blackburn has seen them in her yard for 
about 15 years. She counted 12 there the 

day of the Christmas count.

Birdwalk in 1947

Cedar waxwings



  Though a simple graph is not of much value to compare bird populations from one year to the 
next, this century of data is invaluable in looking at the story birds can tell us about our world. As 
scientists analyze the data as trends, they are discovering countless ways to use this knowledge. 
Most obvious is that when combined with other surveys, it provides a picture of how bird 
populations have shown a steady decline of nearly three billion North American birds over this 
century. The data is also used to measure how birds are already responding to climate change. 
Sandhill Cranes are taking advantage of milder winters and less snow and ice cover, and are 
lingering far north of their usual southwestern and south coastal wintering grounds.lingering far north of their usual southwestern and south coastal wintering grounds.

 Long-time birders of the Myakka count make many observations that are not publicized in the 
media. Is a steady decline in tree swallows linked to the world-wide reduction of insects? Does 
dwindling numbers of robins point to later migration due to warmer temperatures in their nesting 
grounds? Why did we go from thousands of white ibis in the early decades to a mere couple 
hundred or less? And why were glossy ibis almost non-existent during the same early years and 
now about equal with whites at about 200? I once questioned the cause of the severe decline in 
ducks at Myakka. But when I compared a graph of Christmas counts with the Breeding Bird 
Surveys, I discovered that the up and down curves on the two graphs were almost identical. I Surveys, I discovered that the up and down curves on the two graphs were almost identical. I 
have also used the counts to document occurrence of specific birds in the Myakka River 
watershed for grant proposals.

 The results of the 2020 Myakka Christmas Bird Count are due out the middle of January. The 
weather that day was outstanding, the water levels were moderately low, and ample birders 
turned out despite Covid19, so we can hope for some good numbers and perhaps some little 
surprises in the results.

Map Update
Editor’s Note

 Water levels also determine the variety of ducks. Waterfowl fit in one of two 
categories: divers and dabblers. The dabblers only feed in shallow water; the divers prefer 
deeper water. Since the Myakka Lakes are shallow, the divers like red-breasted 
mergansers, scaups and ruddy ducks are uncommon to rare here. American black ducks 
are also rare, which makes me wonder if someone in 1946 mis-identified our abundant 
mottled ducks (of which none were listed on that day). 

Thank you to all who contributed to 
this edition! Please send comments, 
corrections, story ideas, and 

questions to:

The Myakka Wild & Scenic 
Trails Map has been revised 
and is now available in the 
Ranger Station for $2. This 
map is highly recommended 
for those exploring the 

backcountry.
Zachary.Westmark@FloridaDEP.gov 10

Merganser duck White ibis
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